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About This Game

R.O.V.E.R. - first person shooter, with elements survival, in the post-apocalyptic setting.
The world many years after the Third World War is an endless zone of alienation, in which there are a handful of people, some

of whom are trying to survive, and others - to survive at any cost.
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It is a desolate world in which the law of the jungle again operates. This is a world where wild beasts are hunting people,
mutated creatures are waiting for you in the dark forests, and the cars that have been knocked off the program since the war are

destroying everything.

However, it was rumored that in the West the old life was reviving, which only the great-grandfathers remembered. That again
there are safe places where there is food, water, and a roof over your head. There and sent the main character - in search of the

Great City, in which the Old Life revives.
However, on the way to his goal, he faces many obstacles. Wild hungry animals, raiders, mutants, hunger and thirst ...

 Explore

 Help Others Survive
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 Hunt

 Kill the enemies

 Survive ...
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Title: R.O.V.E.R.
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
SoerGame
Publisher:
SoerGame
Release Date: 17 Aug, 2018
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I really enjoy such kind of survive game like Metro:2033, fallout and Radiation Island(iOS version)
Thats the reason why i buy this game.
HOWEVER!
This game is much trash than the first week early access PUBG(the same engine).
Its totally an unfinished game.Graphics quility sh\/it, story sh\/it, AI sh\/it. More importantly, you can not even change the
control keyboard!
Hope the game desginer can go to univeristy to study how to create a good game before make this sh\/it to ra\/pe my brain.. Can
you decode the cryptic broken english dialogue?
Can you deal with limited options of controlling your character?
Can you deal with buggy ai that doesnt have to look at you to kill you?

Doesn't matter, the games $4 and has "decent" gunplay and will keep you entertained for a bit so why not? It's no Fallout but it
has a certain charm to it. If you are on your last $5 and are looking for the best thing to spend your money on then just move
along. But if money isnt a problem and you wanna support some 2010 level indie game developers then go ahead, they might
even fix some of the problems and this could end up being a decent band for your buck.. I really like it. Already good with lots
of potential. I'm keeping it. Look forward to the updates.
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